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Introduction 
Man of rhythm, with an extensive history in the music arena, Mokhtar Samba has 
securely established himself over the years as one of the leading musicians on the 
multicultural music scene. 
Drummer and percussionist of Moroccan and Senegalese origin, Mokhtar has played 
alongside the most prestigious of musicians, including Joe Zawinul, Jaco Pastorius, 
Youssou N’Dour, Carlos Santana, Carlinhos Brown, Eddy Louis, Jean Luc Ponty, 
Manu Dibango, Richard Bona, etc. to name but a few. 
From his debut with Hamsa Music to the legendary Ultramarine (featuring Etienne 
M’Bappé, Mario Canonge and N’Guyen Lê, among others), Mokhtar has proven to be 
a diligent, vigorous yet inventive explorer. From innovative sonorities to imaginative 
mixing, Mokhtar has conveyed a multifaceted talent for western harmonies, as well as 
African rhythms and Bedouin tunes. His rigorous and consistent quest is a search for 
"Musical Graal": music with no frontiers. Such is his capacity to revive cultural heritage 
to a universal dimension that speaks to all souls. 
Distinct Mandinka inspiration is patent in Mokhtar’s work, stemming from musical 
experience with Salif Keita, Kante Manfila, Ousmane Kouyaté and Cheikh Tidiane 
Seck. Here, the enlightening arpeggios of the Kora, the enchanting melodies of the 
desert nomads unite with jazz improvisations, all contributing to the songbook of this 
outstanding drummer. 
The sensational solo album, Dounia, which translates as World from Arabic, Mokhtar 
performs live with extraordinary singer Woz Kaly (Xalam, Touré Kunda), bassist 
N’Doumbé Djengué (Fémi Kuti) and 
the eternally inspired Jean-Philippe Rykiel (Youssou N'Dour) to name a small handful 
of the acclaimed collaborators. The result is a joyful, generous music, where 
sophisticated musical architecture leads to sheer emotion. 
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Album	« Dounia » -0+ Music 

1 - Dounia / 2 –Malik / 3 -Opening / 4 –Sénégal / 5 -Rabia        
6 -Sarah / 7 –Emattéo / 8 -Suite for Africa  / 9 -Fleuve 
Niger  10 -La Valse des Pharaons  / 11 -Téria / 12 -Dayem 
el Lab 

Musicians: Steel drums: Andy NAREL - African "mandingo" 
guitar : BACO - Guitar : Nguyen LEE, Bruno CAVIGLIA, Claude 
DIBONGE, Jean Christophe MAILLARD, Jose PALMER - Lead 
vocal : Camel El HEBCHI, Idrissa DIOP, Maalem ABDESLAM, 
MAMA KEITA, Mimi FELIXINE, Oliver LOUVEL, Tom 
DAKITE, Woz KALY - Backing vocals Cathy RENOIR, Esta 
DOBONGNA, Ange-Laure FANDHO, EWAN DOBONGNA, 

ISABELLE GONZALES, Youssef BOUCHOU - Keyboards, acoustic piano : Celia REGGIANI - Synthe chorus : 
Cheikh TIDJANE - Programming : Christophe SARLIN - basse : Michel ALIBO, Linley MARTHE, Guy 
SANGUE, Etienne MBAPPE, Philippe CHAÎEB - Oriental Violon : Farhat BOUALLAGUI - Drums Guest : 
Francis LASSUS (brushes), Olivier MONTEILS, Reda SAMBA, Queen ETEME - Keyboards : Frédéric 
GAILLARDET - Percussions : Gerard CAROCCI, Midoune CISSE, Minino GARAï, Mustapha CISSE, MIDOUN 
and the Dakar Percussive Ensemble, Rabah KHALFA, ANGA DIAZ - Synthe ( saï saï) : Jean Philippe RYKIEL - 
keyboard, talk box,samplesvocal : Julien AGAZAR - Balafon : Lansana "Boua" KOUYATE - Sax : Laurent 
BONNET, Pierre Olivier GAUVIN - Acoustic Piano : Lionel FORTIN, Mario CANONGE - Tablas : Nanda KUMA 
: Nicolas RAKOTO - Drums : Mokhtar SAMBA, - Accordion : Regis GIZAVO - Kora : YACOUBA     

 

Batteur Magazine 
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Biography 
 

Mokhtar Samba >> drums, percussions Drummer and 
percussionist Mokhtar Samba was born to a Moroccan 
mother and Senegalese father. As a young boy he attended 
Moroccan weddings with his mother, and grew up 
surrounded by the sound of 
African percussion. 
On arriving in France at the age of 12, Mokhtar began to 
deepen his already cultivated passion for music, and taught 
himself to play drums. He then enrolled in the renowned 
Conservatoire de Fontenay-Sous-Bois, where he took 
classes with Guy Lefebvre, who taught Mokhtar “the magic 
of the white marabous”, alongside musical theory and 

solfege. An vast knowledge base stimulated Mokhtar to explore and expand his 
own musical horizons. The result of this adventure was the development of his pluralistic 
musical and rhythmic vision, as well as definition of his own personal style. 
Mokhtar’s professional career began in 1977 when he accompanied Viviane Reed and 
Lavelle, touring popular, public musical events throughout Normandy. During the 1980s, 
Paris became the European capital of African music and the cradle for a community of 
original and multicultural artists. Sharing an urge for the pursuit of unique sound, 
members of the community created, little by little, a new music. Roots were diverse, yet 
they merged. Occidental harmonies married African rhythms, fused with 
Bedouin chants and blended with Caribbean form. 
Mokhtar evolved in an atmosphere of vivacious creativity. He made his debut in jazz with 
the group Hamsa Music, as well as saxophonist Richard Raux’s Big Band and also Eddy 
Louiss. He then embarked on a mass of tours and recordings with revered artists 
including Youssou N’Dour, Carlos Santana, Petura Fresqua (Italy), Carlinhos Brown 
(Brazil), not to mention Jean Luc Ponty, Salif Keïta, Manu Dibango, Jaco Pastorius and 
Alpha Blondy. The 1980s saw the rise of Ultramarine, the Parisian, avant-garde fusion 
group, which liberated Mokhtar’s distinctive talent further, and inspired the persistent 
production of innovative music. 
Between studio sessions in San Francisco, Venice and Panama, the Central Africa 
stage, headlines at the Nice Jazz Festival, and tours with Salif Keïta, Mokhtar developed 
his knowledge and dexterity with 
rigour and depth. 
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With artistic maturity, on the cusp of the third millennium, Mokhtar realized a personal 
project in founding the group Nayal. Musicians involved were of diverse origins and the 
repertoire symbolized a crossroads between Africa, Europe andthe Maghreb.  
Then, in 2002, American editor Dan Thress, known for his work with videos for, among 
others, Steve Gadd and Dennis Chambers, persuaded Mokhtar to write a book on his 
method for drumset and African rhythms. The book was released under the title of 
“African Rhythms 
and Independence for Drumset”. 
During Youssou N’Dour’s infamous tour Seven Seconds, Mokhtar met Habib Faye, 
conductor for the Youssou N’Dour orchestra, who motivated Mokhtar to embark on a 

new venture. The two worked together solidly for two 
months on the development of Mokhtar’s own 
personal album. 
Once back in Paris, Mokhtar called the involvement 
and partnership of Célia Reggiani, pianist and 
esteemed arranger, who offered not only imperative 
input, but also profound friendship. Her intervention 
was a vital factor to the accomplishment of the 
project. The ensuing album, Dounia, is witness to 
the expression of brilliance that surpasses over and 
beyond all frontiers. 
This project tenderly but definitely brought together 
musicians occupying principal roles in world fusion, 

such as Andy Narell, Jean-Philippe Rikyel, Anga Diaz, Mario Canonge, Etienne 
M’Bappé, and Michel Alibo. Ultimately, it gives strength to the musical universe of 
Mokhtar Samba, a rich, complex yet warm character who reminds that music is, above 
all, a love affair. 
 
 


